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Logo Rationale

Unstructured Data

Structured Data
(Training Data)

The transformation of unstructured data
into the structured AI data represented
within the Shaip logo.
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Framework
(AI/Blackbox)

Client Implementation
(Patterns)

Shaip Logo

The Shaip logo draws upon taking data, unstructured in the raw form, and giving it structure. You can

see It the logo framework where this data lives to power the most challenging AI projects. It’s data of the
highest quality. And with better data, you get better AI results for your most demanding AI initiatives.
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Secondary Logo without Tagline

Logos
The Shaip corporate tagline/logo combination is the primary and key representation of the brand and
should be used as much as possible in all forms of marketing communication to reinforce our point
of difference. Choosing this logo version helps communicate who we are (Shaip), what we deliver
(Better AI data), and how it benefits the client (Better Results). The typeface does not have sharp edges,
instead it flows like data within AI. The colors have a crisp and advanced technology feel, but don’t
overpower the viewer. Instead, the colors are inviting and enhance the name and tagline to deliver a
memorable and positive impact.
Primary Logo with Tagline

Full Color Logo Reversed

Full Color Logo

Secondary Logo Stacked Format

Full Name | Title Goes Here
Phone: (XXX) XXX.XXXX
Email: name@shiap.com
Visit: shaip.com

Full Color Logo Reversed + Tagline

Full Color Logo + Tagline

Social Profile
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Email Signature
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Logo Clear Space

Color Palette

In order to gain maximum visibility, the Shaip logo should always appear with no less than the minimum
area of clear space around the logo. The space is determined by the “x”, illustrated in the diagram. This
area should be free of any type or graphic elements. When executing online applications, where space
is limited, the clear space may be reduced by 50% of “x” as necessary.

The color palettes include specific spot color references as well as CMYK breakdowns for printing
applications. Also included are RGB equivalents for use in word processing and presentation
software as well as web applications.

Primary

Primary Color Palette

PANTONE 2226 C

PANTONE 2726 C

PANTONE 2370 C

Color Values:

Color Values:

Color Values:

RGB: 60-203-218

Secondary

HEX/HTML: #3CCBDA
CMYK: 59- 0-12-0

RGB: 79-79-235

HEX/HTML: #4F4FEB
CMYK: 83-66-0-0

RGB: 47-42-149

HEX/HTML: #2F2A95
CMYK: 99-94-0-2

2 Color Gradient

3 Color Gradient
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Fonts

Type Hierarchy

DINosaur is the primary font chosen for Shaip. This type family complements the custom Shaip
logotype and comes in weights that work well for treatments such as headlines. DINosaur can be used
for print and is also a web safe font. Aktiv Grotesk is also a primary font and is chosen for its versatility
and legibility. This typeface should be used for section headings, subheads and body copy treatments.
Aktiv Grotesk can be used for print and is also a web safe font. Helvetica is designated as a system
font to be used as default in cases when primary fonts cannot be used.

Primary Fonts
Sample Typeset

Aktiv Grotesk Bold
DINosaur Book

Headline Typeset

Aktiv Grotesk Bold

Section Heading Typeset

Aktiv Grotesk Bold

Body Subheading Typeset

Primary Fonts (Fonts available at: fonts.adobe.com)
DINosaur Font Family

Aktiv Grotesk Font Family

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
abcdefghijklmno
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
abcdefghijklmno
0123456789

Book

Light Regular Bold

Secondary Fonts (System Font)

Aktiv Grotesk Light

Secondary Fonts
Sample Typeset

Helvetica Bold
Helvetica Light

Helvetica Font Family

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
abcdefghijklmno
0123456789
Light Regular Bold
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Headline Subhead Typeset

Body Copy Typeset: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet consec
tetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
ore et dolore magna aliqua ut enim ad minim veniam.

Headline Subhead Typeset

Headline Typeset

Helvetica Bold

Section Heading Typeset

Helvetica Bold

Body Subheading Typeset

Helvetica Light

Body Copy Typeset: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet consec
tetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
lab ore et dolore magna aliqua ut enim ad minim veniam.
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Key Messages

Mission | Vision | Values

Single most important message

Mission

designed for companies looking to solve the most demanding

insights, and intelligence at scale for our clients. It’s all made possible

Shaip is a fully managed data platform (with a human-in-the-loop)
AI challenges to achieve smarter, faster and better results.

Why

We help empower our customers to solve the problems
of the future through AI.

Shaip is focused on delivering end-to-end AI solutions that generate value,
through a unique combination of our human-in-the-loop platform, proven
processes and skilled people. With all this in place we can create, license
or transform unstructured data into highly accurate and customized
training data for companies with the most challenging AI initiatives.

Vision

Shaip enhances human life by solving the problems of the future using
our two-sided AI data marketplace & platform.

Values

• Eager to Learn
• Proud

• Achievement
• What’s Next

• Partnerships
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Our Corporate Name
Shaip is always spelled with an initial cap “S” and lowercase “haip” in all usages. While this may
seem very rigid in use requirements, it’s essential to maintain brand consistency in our corporate
name in all forms of marketing communication.

Dos

Don’ts

Approved spelling of
our corporate name:

Do not use all caps:

Shaip

All lowercase is appropriate
when communicating our URL:

shaip.com

SHAIP

Do not use all lowercase:

shaip

Do not spell with “AI” in caps:

ShAIp

Do not spell with all lowercase
letters with “AI” in caps:

shAIp
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Visit: shaip.com

